
What is Siteworks?

Managing the infrastructure that supplies your 
site with electricity, gas and water is no small 
feat. That’s why we at Advantage are proud 
to bring you Siteworks — your stress-free, 
competitive, complete utility infrastructure 
installation solution. From upgrading gas meters 
to redirecting power cables, on a single site or a 
huge estate, Siteworks has you covered.

Who is siteworks for?

If you’re a UK based company then Siteworks is 
for you. We cater to all organisations across the 
commercial and public sector, from SMEs to I&Cs 
and domestic portfolio properties. Whether you’ve 
got a single site, a large complex of buildings 
or you are a managing agent with a portfolio of 
properties, Siteworks can take care of all your 
utility infrastructure needs.

What’s included
• Highly competitive quotes from suppliers across the country.

• A comprehensive end to end service, with a dedicated project manager and 
a single point of contact to deliver all work.

• A UK-based customer service team there to help you with any queries.

• Fast turn around - standard meter installations between 5-10 days.

• All meter types covered, including low and medium pressure commercial meters.

• Supply and connection can also be co-ordinated in addition to Siteworks.
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Siteworks services offered

Below is a list of all the services that Advantage Siteworks and Metering Services can offer your 
business for gas, electricity and water.

New supply connections
Gas Electricity Water

Groundwork, pipework and cabling   

Meter installations and energy supply contracts   

Upgrades   

Downgrades   

Disconnections   

Alterations   

Mains diversions   

Temporary supplies*  

Metering
Gas Electricity Water

New meter installations   

Supply Capacity (kVA) change 

Smart metering  

Upgrades   

Removals   

Downgrades   

Disconnections   

Diaphragm meters, rotary and turbine 

Data Collection/Data Aggregation (DADC) services  

Change of Tenancy Services; change of supply  

Meter Operator Provider (MOP) Contracts 

What to do next

Speak to one of our Energy Experts today on 020 371 5360 to find 
out how Siteworks can work for you. Or if you are already part of the 
Advantage family, speak to your account manager to see how we can 
help you further.

*Organise the disconnection or extend the temporary supply into the property once build is complete as the main supply.


